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Innovation is the creative development of a specific product, service, idea, environment, or process with the fundamental goal of pleasing customers and extracting value from its commercialization (Rogers, 2003; Oster, 2011). Purposeful differentiation must continue apace to avoid being overtaken by historically known competitors, as well as those who have yet to appear on corporate radar (Hamel, 2002). If the rate of change outside the organization exceeds that inside the company, survival is highly unlikely (Slater, 2004). In this decade, failure to address environmental pressures has caused thousands of companies to slash product development programs, reduce the size of the workforce, merge with other companies, or close down entirely. To survive and thrive in the hyper-competitive global marketplace, corporations, therefore, must produce a steady stream of innovation (Kelley, 2005). Every company is required to have a “pipeline” filled with upcoming innovation releases and must do everything within its power to abbreviate the time required for the development of new innovations.




The nature of innovation by modern product development teams and the opportunities facing next generation innovators can be understood through a close examination of the history of the modern cell phone and the associated advances in electronics technology. As electronic systems have become more complex, the elements within them have become more highly integrated in both functional and physical characteristics. These systems have evolved from large “boxy” structures with many discrete parts, to highly integrated structures with aesthetics designed to catch the eye of the consumer. Consider the evolution of the mobile phone from a large “box” in the trunk of a car into a modern, highly complex multi-function handheld cell phone. The increased complexity, packaging density, and functionality of modern cell phones is metaphorically representative of the change in the composition, skill mix, and tightly collaborative focus of the product development teams who innovate to create them. In fact, a comparison of the technologies used in a modern cell phone with those of the first generation mobile phone serves as a useful metaphor for exploring the changes in the nature and focus of innovation within the electronics industry over the past thirty to forty years. This evolution has resulted in innovations in new products, materials, computer-aided design tools, and manufacturing processes. With the rapid expansion of semiconductor technology and electronics packaging technology, entirely new design and manufacturing disciplines also have evolved. This has changed the nature and focus of innovation, significantly increasing the diversity of design teams and the need for collaboration across technical and business disciplines.




The Historical Evolution of Electronics and the Impact on Innovation




From the first patent issued to Alexander Graham Bell for the Telegraphy in 1876 (Inventors Hall of Fame, 2011), through the invention of the first handheld cell phone by John F. Mitchell of Motorola in 1973 (Absolute Astronomy, 2011), to the most modern personal cell phones of today, the nature of product innovation has taken on as many forms as the changes in the characteristics of the telephone. Product innovation throughout the electronics industry has evolved into a highly choreographed interdependence of technologies, materials, design methods, modeling tools, and manufacturing process development.




Consider the contrasting characteristics of the internal workings of multiple generations of electronic systems represented by the two distinctively different illustrations below. The figure on the left depicts an electronic circuit card assembly characteristic of electronic systems dating as far back as circa 1960 with the introduction of the first circuit board (Wagner, 1999). There are three distinct elements of this assembly: 1) the mechanical structure that houses the delicate electronics, protecting it from the ‘human’ environment (not shown in photo) (Karger & Murdick, 1980), 2) the (brown) printed circuit card, synthesized from epoxy glass or polyamide materials and metallic inner and outer layers, which provides the electrical and mechanical interconnection medium for the electronic components (Wagner, 1999), and 3) the discrete and varied electronic components that are mounted on the printed circuit card to create the electronic functionality of the system (Katz, 1977). The photograph on the right represents a highly integrated circuit known as a multi-chip module, typical of a modern cell phone, with much greater functional complexity than the circuit on the left. There are only two distinct physical elements of this assembly: 1) the highly integrated (gray and gold) mechanical and electrical package, synthesized from ceramic or plastic materials and metallic inner and outer layers, that now provides both the housing to protect the electronics and the electrical and mechanical interconnection of the electronic components, and 2) highly monolithic semiconductors and discrete components that combine the functional capabilities of the early generation systems into much more densely integrated electronics (Leahy et al., 1994; Crafts, 1996; Tummula, 1999). The electronic systems of today use “highly integrated and lowcost packaging that can improve performance and reduce cost and size by about a factor of ten” (Tummula, 1999) over comparable printed circuit card assemblies illustrated in the figure on the left. The former distinctions between many of the individual functions are no longer physically discrete in the modern multi-chip module.






[image: Figure 1. Two electronic assemblies of varying functional complexity and physical integration. (Source: Adapted from The3rdStudio, 2011)]
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Remarkably, the structure of modern electronic packages and the electrically interconnecting printed circuits are monolithically combined in a manner analogous to the combination of sand, rebar, and stone that form to make cement. The rapid growth of cellular telephone systems was predicated upon the introduction of low-cost microprocessors and availability of digital switching (Kumar, 2004). Although the integrated circuit was invented in 1958 by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments, it was more than two decades before the cellular telephone industry began its torrid growth (Farley, 2005). Preceded by an extended period of dominance by landline telephone technology, cellular telephone systems represented a major threat to the established industry. Product innovation, process innovation, market characteristics, the competitive environment, and organizational change progress methodically with the establishment of a dominant design, and stabilize or slow in their rate of change with the length of time a dominant design satisfies the needs and wants of the consumer (Utterback,1994). The introduction of these new semiconductor technologies, and the associated wireless architectures they enabled, represented “the invasion of a stable business by radical innovation” (Utterback, 1996) to the telephone industry. The extensive delay in the introduction of cell phone technologies throughout the U.S. market was caused by bureaucratic challenges, non-stop lawsuits by the major phone companies attempting to protect their major landline investments, and independent radio common carriers and their suppliers who sought an equal playing field.




During this period of nearly forty years, the numerous disciplines required to transform the telephone industry, the skills needed to develop a modern electronic systems product, the complexity and sophistication of the modeling tools, the variety of the materials used, and the physical and functional complexity of the product have changed significantly. The introduction of these technological advancements into the telephone industry represented a radical departure from the dominant design architecture of the landline telephone systems, requiring a multidimensional effort of diverse teams to transform the telephony industry. The physical and functional changes of the electronics that enabled this transformation required different forms of innovation by electronics product development teams. This illustration reflects not only the growth in functional and physical integration of modern electronic systems, but also mirrors higher levels of collaboration within the product development team and their coordination across business development, marketing and sales, and legal teams to innovate at multiple dimensions of the product development and deployment.




The Changing Focus and Methods of Innovation within a Product Development Team




A typical circa 1970 design team, responsible for the development of an electronic assembly, would be comprised of an array of electrical, mechanical, materials, and manufacturing engineering disciplines. Within each of these professions, the team also would include specialists in a wide range of areas, as illustrated in the first column of Figure 2 below. New design disciplines were developed as the complexity of these electronic systems evolved. This increased the multidisciplinary nature and composition of the design team, reflected by the additions and changes to the design disciplines shown in the second column in Figure 2, enabling the additional complexity of product and process innovations.




The skills reflected in these two examples provide evidence of the change in focus for successful innovation within modern product development teams.






[image: Figure 2. A comparison of engineering disciplines for typical electronic assembly design teams for circa 1970 and 2000 illustrates changes in areas of focus for product and process innovation. (Source: Adapted from Tummula, 1999; IPC, 2011)(Source: Adapted from The3rdStudio, 2011)]
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Even more exciting is the increased level of interdependency of design activities over this nearly forty-year period of technological development. To further understand the nature of this higher degree of collaborative interdependency, consider the characterization of electronic systems in Figure 3 below. This comparison, over the period of approximately thirty years, shows an increase in functional complexity of an electronics assembly ranging from 200 to nearly 500 times, with an associated tenfold cost reduction!






[image: Figure 3. A comparison of key attributes illustrates the changes in electronics over a 30-year period. (Source: Tummula, 1999; Unno, 2007)]
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This is due to the increased levels of integration of packaging and semiconductor systems, enabling the more ‘monolithic’ assembly of modern electronics and higher use of automated production. These very characteristics reflect the radical nature of the threat presented to the landline telephone industry when implemented in the new wireless architecture.




This evolution resulted, in part, from the aforementioned design disciplines working in a much more collaborative fashion than ever before. Electrical systems engineers today must understand and coordinate a wider range of engineering disciplines to balance electrical requirements than their counterparts of yesteryear (Bevan & Romenesko, 1999). Electrical and mechanical specialists must collaborate in the complex design of highly functional and physically integrated monolithic semiconductor and packaging circuitry (Bevan & Romenesko, 1999). Mechanical and electrical engineers also must develop highly integrated models of structural, thermal, and electrical properties of a packaging design (Bevan & Romenesko, 1999). Finally, materials and manufacturing engineers must work closely with electrical and mechanical engineers in the design of new materials systems and associated manufacturing processes, well in advance of the completion of a design, to ensure the manufacturability of a balanced affordable product (Yang & El-Haik, 2009). These and many other collaborative activities are more complex and interdependent than similar activities for the circa 1970 design team.




The Globalization of Development and Production




The development and production of new products often occur simultaneously in a number of countries worldwide. Engineering staff need significant training and experience in working across borders of geography, languages, cultures, leadership models, and habits (McCall, 2002). In a global marketplace where the advantages of knowledge dissipate rapidly, innovation becomes even more important (Skarzynski, 2008). Unfortunately, there is currently a significant shortage of leaders and regular employees who possess international exposure and experience (Black, 1999; Rosen, 2000).




In addition to enabling work with a diverse team scattered around the world, intentional diversity is important in domestic operations. True diversity includes age, race, country of origin, experience, gender, education, etc. Innovative institutions especially look for “T-shaped people” (Kelly, 2005). Their primary skill (the vertical part of the “T”) is deep and technically expert, but they also harbor many additional interests and experiences (the horizontal part of the “T”) that help them to engage with others and consider a broad range of possible options. Insatiably curious amateurs often are preferred over bored narrow subject-area experts (Oster, 2011). In addition to diverse capabilities, employees also must have diverse attitudes (Bennis & Biederman, 1997; Hamel, 2002), with the ability to work across disciplines outside their individual areas of expertise and organizations. The ability and willingness to understand and capitalize on the diverse perspective that comes from this cross-disciplined collaboration has proven to be an underpinning of innovative organizations (Gryskiewicz, 1999).




Implications for Future Innovation throughout the Electronics Industry




Author and researcher Dr. Rao Tummula highlighted the increased importance of electronic packaging in our modern world (Tummula, 1999). The ever-increasing demand for consumer electronics has resulted in significant growth in this industry. Tummula suggests that product development engineers no longer have the time to learn on the job. They must commit to formal cross-disciplinary training throughout their careers to remain effective as innovators in this complex discipline (Tummula, 1999), well beyond the conventional training characteristics of heritage scientific and engineering disciplines. The results of a survey of the electronics industry, taken by the Georgia Institute of Technology Packaging Research Center (Tummula, 1999), suggest a wide range of educational needs for our next generation of electronics product development engineers. Classical training at most universities in “fundamentals of engineering,” “cross-disciplinary training,” and “fundamental science” will no longer be adequate (Tummula, 1999). Indeed, the recent records of many widely respected and historically innovative U.S. companies lack examples of new product lines and business generation, often due to absence of updated institutional learning (Lynn, Morone, & Paulson, 1996). The coming two decades will see an even more rapid convergence of biotechnology, materials science (including nanotechnology), artificial intelligence, robotics, computing, entertainment, and telecommunications (Lacohee, Wakeford, & Pearson, 2003). Product development engineers of today need expanded training to include: “knowledge of manufacturing processes,” “communication skills,” “management skills,” “business economics,” “foreign language and culture,” and “global markets” (Tummula, 1999).




Of even more importance is the requisite change in relationship between producer and prospective customer. Every innovative idea must focus on the needs and experience of customers. Because the ultimate goal of innovation is to effectively satisfy human needs and wants, new methods to ascertain their spoken and unrecognized requirements must be implemented (Nonaka, 1991; Hamel, 2002; Davila, et al., 2006; May, 2007). Using empathic study based on firsthand observation of and communication with customers, relations are developed that reveal their life frustrations and the products, services, ideas, environments, and processes that meet those realized and unarticulated needs (Brown, 2005; Christenson, 2005; Hagel, 2005; Lojacono & Zaccai, 2005; Suri, 2006).




A wider range of skills, complementing the specialization skills identified in Figure 2 above, suggest rich opportunity for highly-collaborative innovation by future product development engineers and their counterparts in global business and marketing development. They also suggest innovation that goes beyond the now classical multidisciplinary product development team. Engineers today and in the future not only will collaborate across engineering specialties; their collaboration will extend across both engineering and business cultures in a new global marketplace to realize new forms of product and process innovations.




Concluding Thoughts




Global business is experiencing change and upheaval as never before. Reviewing the changes that have occurred in one industry, cellular telephones, serves as a helpful metaphor for change in most other industries. As change continues, employees will need continual education and new skills to help them adjust to the everchanging environment. Skills enlargement, including capabilities previously possessed only by corporate executives, will be necessary for employees to function in the volatile global economy. Only those equipped and motivated to make nonlinear changes will survive the decidedly nonlinear future ahead.
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Graduate Certificate: Spiritual Formation
Graduate Certificate: TESOL
Graduate Certificate: Terrorism & Homeland Defense
Graduate Certificate: Theatre Practices
Graduate Certificate: Trauma
Graduate Certificate: Worship & Media
Graduate Certificate: eLearning Design
Graduate Non-Degree Study in Arts & Sciences
Graduate Non-degree Study in Business & Leadership
Graduate Non-degree Study in Communication & the Arts
Graduate Non-degree Study in Divinity
Graduate Non-degree Study in Education (Professional Development)
Graduate Non-degree Study in Government
Graduate Non-degree Study in Law
Graduate Non-degree Study in Psychology & Counseling
Non-degree Study in Healthcare Science
Post-Doctoral Certificate: Organizational Leadership
Post-Master's Certificate: Advancing Leadership
Undergraduate Certificate: Advertising & Marketing
Undergraduate Certificate: Biblical Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Business
Undergraduate Certificate: CISCO Networking
Undergraduate Certificate: Christian Ministry
Undergraduate Certificate: Communication
Undergraduate Certificate: Computer Science
Undergraduate Certificate: Counseling
Undergraduate Certificate: Criminal Justice
Undergraduate Certificate: Cyber Practitioner Prep
Undergraduate Certificate: Cybersecurity
Undergraduate Certificate: Finance
Undergraduate Certificate: Government & Politics
Undergraduate Certificate: Healthcare Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Human Resources
Undergraduate Certificate: Information Systems
Undergraduate Certificate: International Relations & Foreign Policy
Undergraduate Certificate: Leadership Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Psychology
Undergraduate Non-degree
Undergraduate Preparatory Coursework
Undergraduate Professional Development



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
A.A. in Christian Studies
A.A. in General Studies
A.A. in History
A.S. in Business
A.S. in Criminal Justice
A.S. in Health Sciences
A.S. in Information Systems
A.S. in Psychology



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
B.A. in Animation
B.A. in Biblical & Theological Studies
B.A. in Christian Ministry
B.A. in Communication Studies
B.A. in English
B.A. in Government
B.A. in History
B.A. in Law & National Security
B.A. in Theatre
B.A.S. in Information Systems
B.Ed. in Early & Primary Education
B.Ed. in Elementary Education
B.Ed. in Secondary English
B.Ed. in Secondary History & Social Science
B.Ed. in Secondary Mathematics
B.M. in Classical Voice
B.M. in Contemporary Voice
B.M. in Songwriting
B.S. in Accounting
B.S. in Biophysical Sciences
B.S. in Business
B.S. in Business Analytics
B.S. in Computer Science (on campus)
B.S. in Criminal Justice
B.S. in Cybersecurity
B.S. in Financial Management
B.S. in Human Resource Management
B.S. in Information Systems Technology
B.S. in Management
B.S. in Marketing
B.S. in Mathematics
B.S. in Professional Studies
B.S. in Psychology
BFA in Acting
BFA in Film & Television
Undeclared Undergraduate



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
M.A. in Clinical Mental Health Counseling
M.A. in Government
M.A. in Marriage, Couple & Family Counseling
M.A. in National Security Studies
M.A. in School Counseling
M.A. in Screenwriting (on campus)
MFA in Acting
MFA in Screenwriting (on campus)
MFA in Television & Video Production
Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Master of Business Administrations (MBA) - Accelerated
Master of Divinity in Biblical Literature & Languages (M.Div.)
Master of Public Administration (MPA)



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
Master of Laws (LL.M.)
Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
Juris Doctor (JD)
Juris Doctor - Part Time



Choose a Program(Required)Choose a Program
Career Switcher Certificate with Teaching Licensure
Early College Program
Early College Program - Atlantic Shores
Graduate Certificate: American Government
Graduate Certificate: Campaign Strategies/Management
Graduate Certificate: Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Graduate Certificate: Cyber Practitioner Prep
Graduate Certificate: Cybersecurity Policy
Graduate Certificate: International Relations
Graduate Certificate: Law & Public Policy
Graduate Certificate: Leadership
Graduate Certificate: Marriage, Couple, & Family Counseling
Graduate Certificate: Middle East Politics
Graduate Certificate: National Security Studies
Graduate Certificate: Public Administration
Graduate Certificate: School Counseling
Graduate Certificate: Terrorism & Homeland Defense
Graduate Certificate: Theatre Practices
Graduate Certificate: Trauma
Graduate Non-degree Study in Business & Leadership
Graduate Non-degree Study in Communication & the Arts
Graduate Non-degree Study in Divinity
Graduate Non-degree Study in Education (Professional Development)
Graduate Non-degree Study in Government
Graduate Non-degree Study in Law
Graduate Non-degree Study in Psychology & Counseling
Undergraduate Certificate: Advertising & Marketing
Undergraduate Certificate: Biblical Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Business
Undergraduate Certificate: CISCO Networking
Undergraduate Certificate: Christian Ministry
Undergraduate Certificate: Communication
Undergraduate Certificate: Computer Science
Undergraduate Certificate: Counseling
Undergraduate Certificate: Criminal Justice
Undergraduate Certificate: Cyber Practitioner Prep
Undergraduate Certificate: Cybersecurity
Undergraduate Certificate: Finance
Undergraduate Certificate: Government & Politics
Undergraduate Certificate: Healthcare Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Human Resources
Undergraduate Certificate: Information Systems
Undergraduate Certificate: International Relations & Foreign Policy
Undergraduate Certificate: Leadership Studies
Undergraduate Certificate: Psychology
Undergraduate Non-degree
Undergraduate Preparatory Coursework
Undergraduate Professional Development



High School Graduation(Required)High School Graduation
2028
2027
2026
2025
2024
2023
Before 2023



Are you an employee or the spouse/dependent of an employee?(Required)
			
					
					Employee
			

			
					
					Spouse/Dependent
			



Email Address(Required)
                            
                        



                    

                    
                          
                    

                

                
                    
                        Company(Required) 

Agency(Required) 

Employee's Company(Required) 

Employee's Agency(Required) 

Company Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

Agency Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

Employee's Company Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

Employee's Agency Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

Employee's First Name(Required) 

Employee's Last Name(Required) 

Employee's First Name(Required) 

Employee's Last Name(Required) 

Your Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

Your Email Address(Required)
                            
                        

First Name(Required) 

Last Name(Required) 

I live outside the US
								
								I live outside the US
							



Address(Required)    
                    
                         
                                        
                                        Street Address
                                    
                                    
                                    City
                                 
                                        State
Alabama
Alaska
American Samoa
American Samoa
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Guam
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Northern Mariana Islands
North Carolina
North Dakota
Northern Mariana Islands
Ohio
Puerto Rico
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
U.S. Virgin Islands
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
U.S. Virgin Islands
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Armed Forces Americas
Armed Forces Europe
Armed Forces Pacific


                                        State
                                      
                                    
                                    ZIP Code
                                
                    

                

Hidden
Address(Required) 

Hidden
City(Required) 

Hidden
State(Required)State
-- State --
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District Of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Puerto Rico



Hidden
Zip Code(Required) 

Phone(Required)

I live in Canada
								
								I live in Canada
							



Hidden
Agent's Name(Required) 

Hidden
Agent GUID 

Agent's Notes

I would like to start application process
								
								I would like to start application process
							



Submitting this form constitutes your express written consent to be called and/or texted by Regent University at the number you provided. You understand that these calls may be generated using automated technology. No purchase required.
Name
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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We may use cookies and technologies to record sessions and collect data to improve user's experience. You understand and agree to our Privacy Policy. Ok


Manage consent

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

				

							

		

		
												
						
							
								Necessary							
															
									
									Necessary
								

								Always Enabled
													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	JSESSIONID	session	Used by sites written in JSP. General purpose platform session cookies that are used to maintain users' state across page requests.
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Functional							
															
									
									Functional
								

													

						
							
								
									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Performance							
															
									
									Performance
								

													

						
							
								
									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_gaexp	2 months 1 day 10 hours	This cookie is used to determine a user's inclusion in an experiment and the expiry of experiments a user has been included in.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Analytics							
															
									
									Analytics
								

													

						
							
								
									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors.
	_ga_6WZ9KRCLRP	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_UA-324882-1	1 minute	This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is used to limit the amount of data recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.
	_gid	1 day	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to store information of how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics report of how the website is doing. The data collected including the number visitors, the source where they have come from, and the pages visited in an anonymous form.
	_uetsid	1 day	This cookies are used to collect analytical information about how visitors use the website. This information is used to compile report and improve site.
	CONSENT	16 years 4 months 10 hours	These cookies are set via embedded youtube-videos. They register anonymous statistical data on for example how many times the video is displayed and what settings are used for playback.No sensitive data is collected unless you log in to your google account, in that case your choices are linked with your account, for example if you click “like” on a video.
	iutk	5 months 27 days	This cookie is used by Issuu analytic system. The cookies is used to gather information regarding visitor activity on Issuu products.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Advertisement							
															
									
									Advertisement
								

													

						
							
								
									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to deliver advertisement when they are on Facebook or a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising after visiting this website.
	fr	3 months	The cookie is set by Facebook to show relevant advertisements to the users and measure and improve the advertisements. The cookie also tracks the behavior of the user across the web on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how the user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. This is used to present users with ads that are relevant to them according to the user profile.
	mc	1 year 1 month	This cookie is associated with Quantserve to track anonymously how a user interact with the website.
	MUID	1 year 24 days	Used by Microsoft as a unique identifier. The cookie is set by embedded Microsoft scripts. The purpose of this cookie is to synchronize the ID across many different Microsoft domains to enable user tracking.
	sp	1 year	This cookie is set by the host c.jabmo.app. This cookie is used to serve the content based on user interest and improve content creation.
	TDCPM	1 year	The cookie is set by CloudFlare service to store a unique ID to identify a returning users device which then is used for targeted advertising.
	TDID	1 year	The cookie is set by CloudFlare service to store a unique ID to identify a returning users device which then is used for targeted advertising.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	This cookie is set by doubleclick.net. The purpose of the cookie is to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by Youtube. Used to track the information of the embedded YouTube videos on a website.
	YSC	session	This cookies is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	These cookies are set via embedded youtube-videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	These cookies are set via embedded youtube-videos.

								

							

						

					

																	
						
							
								Others							
															
									
									Others
								

													

						
							
								
									Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_bc_uuid	11 years 8 months 15 days 13 hours 5 minutes	No description available.
	_ce.cch	session	No description
	_ce.gtld	session	No description
	_tq_id.TV-18456327-1.0f4b	2 years	No description
	_uetvid	1 year 24 days	No description available.
	barometric[cuid]	1 year	No description available.
	barometric[idfa]	past	No description
	BIGipServer~VCC-WEB-INFRASTRUCTURE~defaultV10UIPool	session	No description available.
	cg_uuid	1 year	No description available.
	guid	2 years	No description
	monsido	1 month	No description available.
	rt	2 years	No description available.
	SMSESS	session	No description available.
	Sreferrer	1 month	No description available.
	sstrack	1 year	No description available.
	TS01a861d0	session	No description available.
	tt	2 years	No description available.
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